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UNITED STATES 
DEPAR'IMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Technical Letter 

Crustal Studies-5 
November 9, 1962 

CRUSTAL STRUCTURE ALONG THE COAST OF CALIFORNIA 

FROM SEISMIC-REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS* 

by 

J. H. Healy** 

Abstract. Two reversed ~eismic-refraction profiles were recorded 

between Los Angeles and San Francisco in 1961. The three shotpoints 

were located in Santa Monica Bay, offshore near San Francisco, and at 

Camp Roberts, about halfway between Los Angeles and San Francisco . 

The velocity of Pg along these profiles is 6.1 ± 0.1 km/sec, witfi 

possible exceptions near San Francisco and near Los Angeles, where the 

scatter in the arrival times indicates complex near-surface velocity • 

vari ations. The velocity of Pn between Los Angeles and Camp Roberts 

is 8.2 ± 0.1 km/sec , and between Camp Roberts and San Francisco 

8.0 ± 0.2 km/sec. There is no indication of an intermediate crustal 

layer in the traveltimes of first arrivals. 

Computed depths to the Mohorovicic discontinuity, if the crust 

consists of a single layer, are: 35 km at Los Angeles, 23 km at Camp 

Roberts , and 23 km at San Francisco. Refractions from crustal layers 

of intermediate velocit y need not appear as first arrivals , and in 

the extreme, the depth to the Mohorovicic discontinuity may be one- third 

greater than the thickness of a one-layer crust. 

* Work performed under ARPA Order No. 193-62. 

** u. S. Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado. 
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Amplitude measurements on seismograms from the drilled-hole shotpoint 

at C Roberts give the attenuation with distance for Pg as r-1·74• The 

combined data for Pg from the two shotpoints in the ocean give the 

attenuation with distance as r~2 • 13. The scatter in the measured amplitudes 

of Pn is too large t o determine a rate of attenuation with distance, but 

the data indicate that attenuation in the 150 to 300 km range is less than 

-3 r • 
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·UNITED STATES 
DEPAR'IMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Technical Letter 

Crustal Studies- 5 
November 9, 1962 

CRUSTAL STRUCTURE ALONG THE COAST OF CALIFORNIA 

FROM SEISMIC-REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS* 

by 

J . H. Healy** 

Introduction. As part of the Geologica l Survey ' s st udy of crustal 

structure in the western United States, two seismic-refraction profiles 

were recorded along the coast of California i n November 1961. The work 

was done as a part of the VELA UNIFORM program of the Advanced Research 

Projects Agency, Department of Defense. Seismograms recorded along these 

profiles provide information on t he velocities of compressional waves 

in the crust and upper mantle and depths t o the Mohorovicic discontinuity 

along a segment of the western cont inental margin of the United States. 

Seismograms were recorded at 45 places along these lines, and traveltimes 

were measured from shotpoints at Santa Monica Bay, Camp Roberts, and 

San Francisco (Fig. 1 ). 

* Work performed under ARPA Order No. 193-62. 

** U. S. Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado. 
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Field operations . Ten recording units were used in t he field 

program. Each -unit recorded the output of s ix vertical seismometers 

and two horizontal seismometers on photographic paper and magnetic 

tape. Where terrain permitted3 the vertical seismometers were placed 

at l/2~km int ervals t o form a 2 1/2-km spread ap~~oximately ~n line 

with t he direction to the shotpoint . Timing was accomplished by 

recording the output of a WWV receiver~ a calibrated chronometer, and 

the shot instant transmitted by radio from the shotpoint. A de.scription 

of t he instrument ation used has been given by Warrick and ot hers (1961). 

The shotpoints at San Francisco and Sant a Monica Bay were in t he 

ocean . Operations at both of these offshore shot points were conducted 

from a 70-foot shooting boat, t he "Rise and Shine." Fifty~pound cans 

of Nitramon WW were banded together in groups of ten, pr~ed, and 

dropped t o the ocean floor along a guideline anchored to the bottom 

(Fig. 2 ) . TWo- to six=thousand pounds of explosives were accumulat ed 

in a pile at t he end of the guideline in t his manner~ and then f ired 

at a predetermined time . 

The shotpoints in the ocean were marked by a system of buoys 

that were l ocated with respect to coastal landmarks by radar and 

Loran equipment on the shooting boat . The location of the shotpoints 

for succeed.ing shots was accomplished by reference t o the system of 

buoys and by fathometer r eadings t o detect the cavity in t he ocean 

floor caused by earlier shots . The error in location of the offshore 

shotpoints is estimated to be about 200 meters . 
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Figure 2 -- Marine offshore shotpoint ocean floor charge loading. 
As the release hook is disengaged, charge follows the 
weighted stationary line to the ocean floor. 
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Shots fired at Camp Roberts 3 California~ were in drilled holes 

and ranged in size from 2,000 to 10,000 pounds . 

Geologic setting. The recordings were made west of the San 

Andreas fault in a compl ex geologic setting along t he coast of 

California. King (1959 ) has summarized the maj or geologic features 

and some of the out standing geologic problems of this region. Only 

a few aspects of the geology, which may provide insight into problems 

in interpretation, will be discussed in this paper . The San Andreas 

fault is recognized as a major tectoni c f eature with large right

lateral strike slip . The length of the San Andreas and its probable 

displacement of tens and perhaps hundreds of kilometers suggest that 

the zone of slippage penetrates into the mantle rocks. I t seems 

reasonable to expect that a fault of this s ize would produce major 

changes in crustal structure i n the vi cini t y of the fault zone. In 

addition t o the complications i ntroduced by the San Andreas fault 

zonep it is probable that the whole coas tal province has been 

fractured by a complex of faults that are only partly revealed by 

surface geology. Such faulting can cause irregulariti es in 

boundaries within the cr ust, 1a ~ral changes in crustal velocities, 

and anomalous absorption of seismic energy. 

The area crossed by these profiles i ncludes large bodies of 

deformed rocks of Tertiary age lying on a basement of Mesozoic or 

older rocks. The basement rocks include plutonic bodies similar in 

composi tion and age to the rocks of the Sierra Nevada batholit h and 
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metamorphic rocks of which the major unit is the Franciscan format ion. 

The diverse rock types and complex structures of the region undoubtedly 

account for some of the anomal ous arrival times that were observed on 

these profi les . 

Accuracy of the data . Timi ng accuracy of 0. 01 second was 

maintained during recording~ and this accuracy is compatible with the 

pr ecision of timing strong arrivals on the seismograms . 

The recording positions were determined by plotting the position 

on the best available topographic maps . Where topographic maps of the 

15~minute or 7~1/2~minute Geological Survey series were available~ 

positions were l ocated to within 0.1 km; where maps were old or 

inadequate, t he positions may be i n an error by 1 km with respect t o 

the shotpoint . The accuracy of he apparent velocities~ as determi ned 

from the traveltime plots~ is estimated to be within 0.1 km/sec, 

except at positions near San Francis~o where a much larger error is 

possible . No attempt was made to compute the probable error in 

apparent velocities by statistical techniques . The author feels that 

such determinations are n t valid unless there are sufficient data to 

evaluate causes of error~ and to demonstrate that the mean of the 

error distribution is zero . In this particular set of data, the f i rst 

mot i on could not be positively identified beyond 125 km~ and it is 

probable that the mean of the error distribution for Pn arrival times 

is not zero . 
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The apparent velocities r eported in this paper were determined 

by visually fitting straight lines to the traveltime data., taking 

int o consideration t he quality or degree of certainty of the individual 

arrivals as well as the scatter in ·the plotted times . The range of 

poss ible error was estimated ~Y shiftin~ straight -line segments on 

the traveltime plot to determine the range in apparent velocities 

that might, in the interpreter's judgmentp be consistent with the 

data. 

Traveltime data. Profile San Francisco to Camp Roberts (F'ig. 33 

Table la)--First arrivals at recording positions between 25 and 75 km 

south of the shotpoint at San Francisco are erratic, and t ime del ays 

from an arbitrary 6.1 km/sec apparent-velocity line are greater than 

1 sec . These variations in arrival t ime are further supported by a 

recording in Golden Gate Park, 25 km northeast of the shotpoint. In 

Golden Gate Park, first motion was recorded at 4. 5 sec, which leads 

the arrival time 25 km directly east of the shotpoint at the same 

distance by almost a second. All possible sour ces of error have 

been examined in this distance range . First motion is easil y 

recognizable on all recordings except on the recording 33 km from 

the shotpoint . Distances and timing were rechecked, and no errors 

were found. 

Time variations of this magnitude over such short distances 
,. 

can only be explained by large changes in the velocity of rocks 

within a few km of the surface . A possible explanation of the 
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Figure 3 -- Traveltime curve between Santa Monica Bay and San Francisco. 



Table 1a. -•Times of first arrivals. 

Profile: Camp Roberts ~ San Francisco 
Latitude of S.P.: 36°47. 38' 
Longitude of S. P.: 120°49. 98' .. 

Distance t o ' 
recording Time of Firs-t 

uni t, km Latitude Longitude arrival, sec 

6. 5 35°50.90 ' 120°50.85' 
1 

2.62 

20.1 35°56. 66° 120°57-30 ' 4.69 

33. 3 36°01.42' 
~ 
·'· 

121°o4 .05 ' 6.86 

44.2 36°05 .78' 121°08.85' 8.41 
,•_: 

51.5 36°09.22' 121°11. 36' 10.00 
I 

' ~ 66 .. "5 36.015·· 58·'· 1a1 q17 ... ,6.§'' · 12.35 

82.-J: 36°23-50 ' · 0 121 ·21. 9'5· I 15.14 

93.6 36°22.98 ' 121°34 .45' 16.47 

99~ 2 36°23 .72' 121°38. 70 ' 17-36 

104. .6 36°32.42 ' 121°32. 35 ' 19.03 

131.4 36°43 .18' 121°44 .43' 23-76 

149.4 36°52.46' 121.049 .30 ' 20.16 

163. 5 36°59.30 ' 121°53.00 ' 28.78 

177· 7 37°01 .• 52 ' 122°05.78 ' 27-91 

187.9 37°06.64 ' 122°08.82' 29.15 

196.4 37°14 .00 ' 122°06.18' 30-565 

214. 9 37°19. 52' 122°16.75' 32.05 

242.9 37°34. 54' 122°24.40 ' 36.44 
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Table lb.--Times of first arrivals (continued). 

Profile: San Francisco - Camp Roberts 
Latitude of S.P.: 37°36.08 1 

Longitude of S.P.: 122°41.55 1 

Distance to 
recording Time of First 
unitzkm Latitude Lone;itude arrivalz sec 

25.4 37°34• 54 I 122°24.401 5.49 

47.7 37°19.52 1 122°16.75 1 9·78 

82.9 37°01.52 1 122°05.73 1 15.21 

98.8 36°59·30 1 121°53·00 1 17.90 

129.3 36°43.18 1 121°4.4 o4 3 I 22.90 

140.0 36°38.36 1 121°40.37' 24.425 

179.2 36°23.50 1 121°21.95 t 29.79 

194.1 36°15.58 1 121°17.65' 30.10 

210.2 36°09.56' 121°09.90 1 32.055 

217.0 36°05.78 1 121°08.85' 32.94 

227 .l~ 36°01.42' 121°04.05 1 34.11 

240.5 35°56.66 1 120°57-30' 35.91 

275·1 35°40.80 1 120°~4.89' 40.07 

303.5 35°31.40' 120°29.34' 43.715 
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Table lc.--Times of first arrivals {continued). 

Profile : Camp Roberts - Santa Monica Bay 
latitude of S.P.: 35°46.46' . 
Longitude of S.P.: 120 49.98' 

Distance to 
recording Time of First 
unit, lml latitude Longitude arrival, sec 

4.4 35~6.81' 120~7.10 1 1.85 

17.6 35°40.05' 120°43.50' 3.56 .~ 

42.9 35°31.40' 120°29-34' 8.51 

61.8 35°26.31' 120°18.15' ' 11.19 

72-5 35°21.08' 120°14.38' 13-09 

96·7 35°13-51' 120°01.25' 16.90 

105.4 35°09-34) 119°58.06' 17-93 

121.9 35°01.69' 119°51.86' 21.56 

132.8 34°57-38' 119°46.98' 23.42 
' 

149.5 34°50.35' 119°40.15' 25.13 

159·9 34~7-21' 119°34.17' 26.97 

' 178.3 34°42.26' 119°23.37' 28.50 

' 194.3 34°34.22' 119°16. 67' ' 32.62 

202.1 34°32.20' ' 119°13 o 39 I 31.58 

215.5 34°26.88' 119°07.05' 34.11 

235-0 34°19.36' 118°58.50' 41.09 

251.3 34°13.51' 118°50.55' 41.80 

264.3 34°o8.17' 118°43.45' 39.44 

269.1 34°04.40' 118°45.18' 39.62 
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Table ld.--Times of first arrivals (concluded). 

Profile: Santa Monica Bay - Camp Roberts 
Latitude of S.P.: 34°00.06' 
Longitude of S.P.: 118°33.28' 

Distance to 
recording Time of First 
unitj km. Latitude Longitude arrival, sec 

19.1 34°04.40' 118°45.18' 4.57 

21.6 34°08.17'' 118°43.45' 4.815 

36.3 34°13.51' 118°50•55' 7-B+ 

52.6 34°19.36' 118°58.50' 10.75 

71.7 34°26.88' ' 119°07.05' 14.32 

85.5 34°32.20' 119°13.39' 15.38 

92.7 34°35.22' 119°i6.67' 16.57 

109.6 34"42.26' 119°23.37' 19-35 

127.6 34~47.21' 119°34.17' 21.90 

138.3 34°50.35' . 119~0.15' 23.69 

154.7 34°57-38' 119°46.98' 26.37 

165.6 35°01.69' 119°51.86' 27.64 

182.2 35°09.34' 119°58.06' 30.44 

190.0 35°13.51' 120°01.25' 30.99 

215.1 35~1.08' 120°14.38' 33.61 

225.9 35°26.31' 120°18.15' 35.14 

,244.6 35°3l.40' 120°29.34' 37.18 

260.4 35°36.94' 120°37.30' 38.90 

271.2 35°40.05' 120°43.50' 40.09 
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observed time delays is the contrast in velocity between Cenozoic 

sedimentary rocks and the older granitic and metamorphic rocks in the 

area, or the velocity contrast ·between the metamorphic Franciscan 

formation and granitic basement rocks. Cameron (1961) 1 in a study ofo 

earthquakes in northern California, reported strong arrivals through 

the Franciscan at a velocity of 5.1 km/sec, and a velocity through 

rocks below the Franciscan of 5·95 km/sec. 

The scatter in velocities makes it impossible to determine the 

velocity of Pg without short refraction profiles. An apparent 

velocity of 6.1 km/sec with an intercept time of 1.7 sec fits the 

data reasonably well, and four spreads at distances between 82 and 

113 km support the 6.1 km/sec apparent velocity. This velocity will 

be adopted in interpreting the traveltime data. 

From 113 to 195 km, the line of the profile ran near the shore 

at Monterey Bay and then down Salinas Valley, where high seismic 

noise prevented the recording of satisfactory seismograms. 

Between 195 and 255 km1 clear arrivals were recorded at six 

locations. This part of the traveltime curve can be fitted by 

apparent-velocity lines ranging between 7.8 and 8.2 km/sec. The 

best fit is an apparent velocity slightly less than 8.1 km/sec, 

The intercept times for these apparent velocities are between 5.1 

and 6.2 sec, with the 8.1 km/sec line giving an intercept time of 

5.7 sec. At 275 km, a clearly-recorded arrival falls on the 

8.1 km/sec apparent-velocity line, and at 302 km, a questionable 

arrival falls on this line. These distant recordings support the 

8.i km/sec apparent velocity. 
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Profile Camp Roberts to San Franci sco (Fig . 3, Table lb)--Good 

first arrivals were recorded on six spreads f r om 0 to 60 km from the 

shotpoint at Camp Roberts . A 6.1 km/sec apparent velocity fits the 

s iX arri val times with a maximum departure from the line of 0.2 sec, 

and the estimated error in velocity is l ess than 0.1 km/sec . Between 

85 and 110 km, four spreads have erratic arrival times. First motion 

could not be determined in this range, but the recorded arri vals are 

strong and show cl ear line~up across the seismograms . From 110 to 

175 km, the recordings were made in Salinas Valley or near the coast 

at Monterey Bay9 and the high noise level prevent ed t he recording of 

useable seismograms . Bet ween 175 and 240 km, 5 units recorded clear 

arrivals . The seismograms from t hese units show erratic arrival 

t imes, and it is not possible to determine a precise apparent 

velocity . 

Erratic arrival t imes were also recorded at these locations 

from t he shotpoint at San Francisco . A more detailed study of 

near-surface velocities is needed for a refined int erpretation of 

this section of the profile . 



Profile Camp Roberts to Santa Monica Bay (Fig. 33 Table lc)~-Between 

5 and 100 km southeast of the shotpoi nt at Camp Roberts, seven units 

recorded good arrivals . Traveltimes of these arrivals can be fitted 

with an apparent~velocity line of 6.1 km/ sec . The maximum residual 

f rom this line i s 0 . 3 sec . Between 120 and 205 km1 six units recorded 

well~defined arrivals . Traveltimes of these arrivals can be approxi

mately fitted to an apparent~velocity line of 8.1 km/sec with an 

intercept time of 6.3 sec . However~ the scatter in the arrival times 

indicates a poss ible error as large as 0.2 km/sec in the apparent 

velocity. South of 200 km from the shotpoint the profile extended 

i Dto the densely-populated areas of southern California, where it 

was difficult to find qui et recording locations. One good recording 

was made at 270 km, and i t shows clear arrivals falling on the 

8.1 km/sec line. 



Profile Santa Monica Bay to Camp Roberts (Fig. 3, Table ld)--The 

ar rival times at positions out t o about 80 km from the shotpoint in 

Santa Monica Bay revealed a scatter s imilar to that found near the 

shotpoint at San Francisco. On the profile from Santa Monica Bay 

to Camp Roberts, it would be possible to fit times of first arrivals 

in the distance range 10 to 75 km with an apparent velocity of 5.5 ± 

0.2 km/sec, and arrivals in the distance range 75 to 135 km with an 

apparent velocity of 6Q3 to 6.5 km/sec. However, these traveltimes 

might also represent seismic waves traveling in an underlying layer 

with a true velocity of 6. 1 km/sec and then upward through near

surface rocks of low velocity and varying thickness. The delays 

would thus be related to the complex geology i n this region, as 

they are near San Fr-ancisco. Al.though the refraction data available 

do not justify a selection between t hese two possible interpretations, 

an arbitrary 6.1 km/sec apparent velocity 'WaS drawn. through these 

traveltimes. Between 8o and 160 km, five traveltimes fall reasonably 

close to the apparent-velocity l ine of 6.1 km/sec. Between 165 

and 300 km, the arrival times recorded at five spreads fall within 

0.1 sec of an 8. 4 5 'km/ sec appar·ent velocity. 
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Secondary arri vals . St r ong secondary ar rivals were recorded on 

all profiles . From 0 t o 100 km, many events with apparent surface 

velocities appropr iate f or ref l ecti ons wer e r ecorded on individual 

seismograms, and between 50 and 300 km events t hat could r epresent 

refracti ons from i ntermediate layers were f ound. Considerable effort 

to correlate these events between adjoining sei smograms met with 

limited success. Two sets of arrivals that indicate a possible 7.0 

km/sec layer, and a number of isolated events that are probably 

reflected arrivals, a r e shown on the traveltime graph (Fig. 3). 

Interpretation of travelt imes . The t ravel t ime data (Table 1) 

were fitted with st raight- l i ne velocity segments (Table 2). 

These numerical approximations pr ovi de a r ea sonable fit to the 

travelt ime data except at points near San Franc i sco. The region 

near San Francisco has been studied i n more detail by a gr oup at 

the Univers ity of California (A. S. Ryall, written communication), 

and their work confirms the st ructural compl exity of the region . 

Because there i s no clear i ndication of crustal l ayers of 

intermediate velocity i n the t raveltime data, the simplest model 

that is consistent with the times of first arrivals i s a one-layer 

crust with a thin l ow-velocity layer at the surface. The intercept 

times of Pg range between 1 . 3 and 1 . 7 seconds , with an average of 

1.5 sec . A uniform surface layer 2.6 km thick with a velocity of 

3.0 km/sec would have this average intercept t ime and will be accepted 

as a r easonable first appr oximation t o t he near-surface velocity 

structure . 
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Profile 

San Francisco to 
Camp Roberts 

Camp Roberts to 
San Francisco 

Camp Roberts to 
Santa Monica 

Santa Monica. to 
Camp Roberts 

Table 2.--Traveltimes for Pg and Pn 

from f irst arrivals 

p pn g 

~g "" 1.. '7 + l:::./6.1 sec ~n = 5· 7 + l:::./8.05 sec 

~g :;;: 1. 5 + !:::./6.1 sec Tpn = 5·7 + l:::./7·9 sec 

Tpg = 1.3 + !:::. / 6.1 sec TPn = 6.25 + l:::./8.05 sec 

TPg = 1. ~ + l:::./6.1 sec 'll>n = 7.8 ·+ l:::./8.45 sec 

I 
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Using the assumed near-surface layer, the traveltimes in Table 2, 

and the assumption of a one-layer crust, the depth to Mohorovicic 

discontinuity is 23 km at San Francisco, 23 km at Camp Roberts, and 

35 km at Los Angeles (Table 3). The velocity of Pn between San 

Francisco and Camp Roberts is 8.0 km per sec with an estimated maximum 

error of 0.2 km/sec . The velocity of P0 between Camp Roberts and 

Los Angeles is 8.2 km/sec with an estimated error of 0.1 km/sec. 

The effect of intermediate layers. To illustrate the effect of 

masked intermediate layers, it is convenient to adopt simplified 

traveltime models without dip. Various velocity models with 

intermediate layers that are consistent with two traveltime segments 

can be devised (Table 3). One traveltime model matches approximately 

the crustal structure at Camp Roberts without dip; it has a thin 

low-velocity layer at the surface and two branches of the traveltime 

curve, one with a velocity of 6.1 km/sec and an intercept time of 

1.5 sec, and a second with a velocity of 8.1 km/sec and an intercept 

time of 6.0 sec. The second traveltime model has no low-velocity 

layer at the surface; it has only two traveltime branches, one with 

a velocity of 6.1 km/sec and an intercept time of zero, a second 

with a velocity of 8.1 km/sec and an intercept time of 6.0 sec . 

Any layer, whose veloci t y line passes through the intersection 

of the 6.1 and 8.1 km/sec lines could be present at depth and avoid 

detection in analysis of first arrival times. Furthermore, it is 

possible that the energy associated with such a masked layer might 

not be detectable as secondary arrivals . 
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Table 3.--Effect of intermediate layers on crustal thickness 

illustrated with s implified traveltime models. 

Compressional-wave Depth to 
Intercept · velocity, bottom of layer, 

La~er time kin/sec kin 

1 0 sec 3.0 2.58 
2 1.5 6.1 22.98 
3 6.0 8.1 

1 0 3. 0 2.58 
2 1:.5 6.1 16.72 
3 3.83 7.0 26.12 
4 6.0 8.1 

1 0 6.1 27.814 
2 6.0 8.1 

1 0 6.1. 19.46 
2 3.13 7.0 31.99 
3 6.0 8.1 

1 o.ooo 6.10 3-73 
2 0.122 6.13 5.92 . 
• . 

49 5.878 8.05 37.00 
50 6.000 8.1 
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Working on this principle, a model was constructed by inserting 

an intermediate layer of 7 km/sec velocity, for which there is some 

evidence on the traveltime curve, with an intercept time adjusted so 

that this layer passes through t he critical distance at the critical 

time. This intermediate layer increases the depth from 23 to 26 km 

(Table 3). By continuing t his process of adding intermediate layers, 

all of which have intercept times and velocities such that they pass 

through the critical distance at the critical time, it is possible to 

devise a model that will yield t he approximate maximum depth 

consistent with a two-branch t raveltime curve (Fig. 4, Table 3). 

A program was written for the Geological Survey's Burroughs 220 

computer to compute the structure for a model with 50 layers. When 

50 layers are inserted such that they have equal increments of 

intercept time and all pass through t he intersection of Pg and Pn, 

the series of layers converges to a continuous-velocity function 

that was computed by Slichter (1932). In Slichter's solution, all 

of the rays emerge at a common point. The velocity-depth function 

for this model is: 

v "" V0 cosh 

where: 

V0 is the velocity at zero depth, 

v i s the velocity at depth z, 

and, 

Xc is the critical distance. 
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Computations such as these gi ve an est imate of the minimum and 

maximum crustal thickness consistent with the observed two-branch 

f irst-arrival traveltime curve. For the example, based on a two-

br anch traveltime curve, crust al thickness for a one-layer crust 

is 27.8 km and for a 50-layer crus t the thickness is 37.0 km 

(Fig. 4, Table 3). The objection may be raised that the continuous 

increase of velocity with depth associated with the 50-layer case 

is not physically reasonable ; neither is the more usual assumption 

of a crust of uniform velocity. The true physical model must lie 

somewhere between these t wo ext r emes , which give maximum and 

minimum cr ustal t hicknesses , a ssuming, of course , that velocity 

i s either constant or i ncreases with dept h. 

Amplitudes. A determination of amplitude was made on all 

sei smograms on which the first energy was sufficiently above noise 

to permit a r eliable measurement . Two par ameters were measured : 

the amplit ude of t he first motion and the maximum amplitude, peak-

t o-peak, in the first f ew cycles . Ampli tudes were scaled to a 

2,000-pound charge on the assumpt ion that ampl itude is a linear 

f unction of charge size . 

The result s from t he shot poi nts in water were plotted separately 

from t he drilled-hole shotpoi nt at Camp Rober ts. From the Santa 

Monica Bay and San Francisco shotpoi nts, the amplitude of the first 

motion decays as r~l .74 to a distance of 130 km (Fig. 5). Results 

from Camp Roberts show a decay as r -2•13 (Fig. 6). When measurements 
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are mad.e of the maximum amplitude in the first few cycles, the 

corresponding attenuation rates are r-3 .84 from Camp Roberts and 

r~2.68 from the offshore shotpoints . 

The scatter in the amplitudes of Pn arrivals is large, and an 

attenuation rate cannot be d.etermi:ned from the data . Pn may actually 

increase in amplitude with. distance oYer the range of 135 to 250 k:m. 

The scatter observed in th~ amplitudes is about what would be 

e:x:pected from variations in "ground factor" (Gutenberg, 1957). Other 

sources of error are the use of a l.:tl.ea.r··scaling relation between 

amplitudes ru1.d charge si.zes , and interference pattez·ns in the arrivals 

which make it impossible to make measurements on the same pv~se on 

each seismogram. The difference in the rate of attenuation between 

the •..rater shotpoints and the drilled-hole shotpoint j,s an indication 

of t he magnitude of scatter in the arrrpli.tude measurements . The data 

available are not adequ.a:te f or an evaluation of the causes of this 

scatter . 

If the Iate of amplitude attenuation for Pg 'between 0 and 125 km 

is extended to greater distances, where Pg is a secondary arrival, 

the Pg phase would be masked by the be,ckg:~:·ound "reverberation" or the 

arrival of pltases with larger ~~litudes . This fact raises questions 

about the nature of the phases that have been identified as Pg at 

large distances on earthquake seismograms . Either the amplitude 

attenuation of Pg with distance is a function of source depth or there 

is a different mode of propagation f'or the distant Pg phase as compared 
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with the "direct" Pg at near distances . It is suggested that the 

secondary phase identified as P by early investigators is not the 

''direct" wave but is probably a phase r ef lected from a boundary 

within the crust. 

Comparison with earli er results. Byerly (1939) reported 

speeds of P and Pn for central California of 5.61 km/sec and 8.02 

km/sec . He also found evidence for two intermediate layers with 

velocities of 6.72 and 7. 24 km/sec. Byerly established the P 

velocities using stations and earthquakes in the vicinity of San 

Franci sco. The Pn velocities and velocities of the intermediate 

layers were established by using data from the southern California 

and the central California networks of seismic stations. Thus 

his P velocity will be valid for the localized region around San 

Francisco, and his Pn and intermediate velocities are a rough 

average of these velocities over California . 

Ryall (1962) reported that the speed of Pn under the 

University of California net work in central California is 7.81 

km/sec and that the crust thi ns toward the coast. 

Cameron (1961) studied travelti mes in northern California 

and reported a crustal structure consisting of a "sedimentary" 

layer 3 km thick of velocity 5.1 km/sec; a granitic layer 21 km 

thick of velocity 5.95 km/sec; and a basaltic layer 5 km thick 

of velocity 6.93 km/sec. The total depth to the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity was determined to be 29 km, and the velocity of Pn 
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was determined to be 7.98 km/sec. The traveltimes of Pn from this 

structure with a surface-source are approximated by the equation: 

TPn = 6.2 + t:./7 .98. 

R. Hamilton (oral communication) reports an apparent speed 

of Pn for seismic waves traveling north from Salinas, California, 

of 8.08 km/sec . T.atel and Tuve (1955) reported a crustal -thickness 

of 23 km along the coast of California. 

An early study of crustal structure in southern California 

from earthquake seismograms (Gutenberg, 1944) reported the 

following velocities: P = !:::./5. 577, Py = 1.2 + 6j6.d+7, and 

Pn = 6 + 1:::./8.06 (in coastal areas). In contrast to Byerly's 

work in central California, P and PY were usually picked at 

distances where they occurred as secondary arrivals. The assumption 

that the phase P, with a velocity of 5·577 km/sec, was a direct 

arrival through the crustal layers near the surface had to be 

· abandoned when it was shown that the first arrivals from blasts 

had a velocity near 6 km/sec (Gutenberg, 1951). 

Richter (1958) describes the changes in the interpretation of 

the observed traveltimes in southern California that resulted from 

this contradiction. 

The phase identified by Gutenberg (1944) as Py has a traveltime 

that is very close to the traveltime of Pg reported in this paper, 

and the traveltime of Pn reported by Gutenberg is a fair average 

of the traveltimes of Pn along the coast of California. It is 

unfortunate that the 5.577 P velocity measured by Gutenberg (1944) 
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was so close to the 5.61 P velocity determined by Byerly (1939). As 

it appears now, Byerly 's measurements were correct, but were representa

tive of an anomalous ~ow-speed region in the vicinity of San Francisco. 

Gutenberg's measurements followed a secondary phase that was not an 

extension of the first arrival at near distances . This apparent 

agreement between the two investigators supported the idea that the 

direct-wave velocity was close to 5.6 km/sec over most of California. 

When the difficulty concerning the P velocity is recognized, these 

early results compare favorably with modern seismic-refraction data. 

Because no single geophysical method provides an unambiguous 

solution to crustal structure~ Press (1960) recommended the combined 

use of seismic- refraction, gravity, and surface wave phase-velocity 

data. Evernden (1954) measured the phase velocity of Rayleigh waves 

a cross a triangular net near San Francisco, and Press (1957) 

determined crustal thickness a s 30 km from Evernden's data on the 

assumption th~t the crust i s similar to the standard continental 

crust taken to have a t hickness of 35 km. Using this same method 

with data from the California Institute of Technology network of 

stations in southern Californiap Press (1956) computed a crustal 

thickness of 35 km. This value for southern California agrees with 

the crustal thickness determined from refraction measurements, but 

the central California value gives a crustal thickness about 7 km 

greater than that determined from refraction measurements. 

Recognition of the fact that the measured velocities near San 

Francisco in t he crust and i n the mantle are somewhat lower than 
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the average cont inental values wi ll f or ce t he use of a thinner 

crust to fit t he phase~velocity data. The San Andreas fault, 

which separates the t riangle over which the phase velocities were 

measured from the l ine of the refraction profile , might account 

for a sudden change of crust;al stzucture between the location of 

the phase veloci t y measurements and the locati on of the refraction 

measurements. These f act ors appear to be adequate to account for 

the discrepancy i n crustal thickness as determined from refraction 

measurements and phase vel ocity data at San Franc i sco. 

The gravity anomalies along t he refraction profile express 

t he complex geol ogy and t opograplzy of the r egi on; however, a 

compi ati on of t he f ree-air gravity anamaly indicates that the 

average free-air anomal y is near zero. An average free-air anomaly 

of zero9 of course, implies that the reg~on on the average is in 

i sostatic equilibrium. Once thi s conclusion has been r eached, 

further analys i s , using an average Bouguer anomaly, is meaningless 

because the differe~ce bet~een t he free -air anomaly and the Bouguer 

anomaly is a functio~ only of the topograpb~ and an a ssumed density. 

Further information about the d.etailed st!'ucture of t...lJ.e crust might 

be gained by study of the shape of the Bouguer anomaly i n the coastal 

region, but such a study is beyom the scope of this paper. Tsuboi 

(1956) made a prel imioary eff ort to analyze t he shape of t he gravity 

~omaly along t he coast of California and determined a depth of 24 km 

to the Mohorovici c disconti!!u.ity at the coast. 
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Summary. Two seismic-refraction profiles were successfully 

r ecorded in a difficult area along the coast of California between 

San Francisco and Los Angeles . The successful completion of this 

project demonst rates the feasibility of conducting crustal refraction 

studies in densely-populated regions . 

The velocity structure is complex near San Francisco. The 

data suggest that metamorphic and sedimentary rocks with velocities 

of 5.6 km/sec or lower overlie, in irregular masses, crustal rocks 

with velocities near 6.1 km/sec . The velocity of Pn determined 

between San Francisco and Camp Roberts is 8.0 km/sec; however, the 

irregular near-surface vel ocity structure in the vicinity of San 

Francisco i ntroduces uncertainties i nto this measurement. For 

about 150 km in either direction from Camp Roberts, California, the 

velocity of Pg is 6.1 km/sec . In southern California the velocity 

of Pg is confused by complex near-surface geology. Rocks with a 

velocity of 6.1 km/sec, underlying irregular basin structures filled 

with low-velocity sediments adequately explain the traveltime data. 

The depth to the Mohorovicic discontinuity increases from 

about 23 km at Camp Roberts to 35 km at Los Angeles. This dip is 

confirmed by the apparent speeds of Pn recorded along the profile, 

and a true velocity of 8. 2 km/sec is indicated for the Pn phase. 

The evidence for intermediate velocity layers in the crust in this 

region is not conclusive; however, it seems likely that there is 

some i ncrease in velocity with depth. The presence of intermediate 

layers could i ncrease the computed depth to the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity by 3 t o 5 kil ometers. 
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Amplitude measurements for the Pg phase show an attenuation 

with distance as r-1 ·74 from the drilled-hole shotpoint and r-2•13 

from the water shotpoints . 
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